tower label exercise
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label this group?

Get the adrenaline out of my system
Feel thankful the danger is over
Feel grateful for words of concern helping me calm down
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label this group?
Feel thankful … Calm myself … Recover from
… Regain my equilibrium
Get the adrenaline out of my system
Feel thankful the danger is over
Feel grateful for words of concern helping me calm down
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label this group?

Decide it is time to do washing when hamper full
Decide to wait for enough laundry to make a whole load
Decide to do a load before a stain sets
Try to avoid letting laundry build-up
Decide to do a load because I need the dirty items
Decide to do washing when allergens present
Set aside time to complete the laundry
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label this group?
Decide +
Decide it is time to do washing when hamper full
Decide to wait for enough laundry to make a whole load
Decide to do a load before a stain sets
Try to avoid letting laundry build-up
Decide to do a load because I need the dirty items
Decide to do washing when allergens present
Set aside time to complete the laundry
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label this group?
Decide + when it is time to do laundry or that
it is time to do laundry

Decide it is time to do washing when hamper full
Decide to wait for enough laundry to make a whole load
Decide to do a load before a stain sets
Try to avoid letting laundry build-up
Decide to do a load because I need the dirty items
Decide to do washing when allergens present
Set aside time to complete the laundry
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label this group?

Lean toward hands-on learning to truly know how to do something
correctly
Feel interested in getting experience working hands-on with patients
Feel reassured that the tour showed college as a great place to learn
hands-on
Look forward to working at my own pace with online classes
Stick with in-person classes where I am able to raise my hand
Feel hesitant about sitting (comfortably) in a classroom
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label this group?
Lean toward … Choose +
Lean toward hands-on learning to truly know how to do something
correctly
Feel interested in getting experience working hands-on with patients
Feel reassured that the tour showed college as a great place to learn
hands-on
Look forward to working at my own pace with online classes
Stick with in-person classes where I am able to raise my hand
Feel hesitant about sitting (comfortably) in a classroom
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label this group?
Lean toward … Choose + classes that match the way I learn
Lean toward hands-on learning to truly know how to do something
correctly
Feel interested in getting experience working hands-on with patients
Feel reassured that the tour showed college as a great place to learn
hands-on
Look forward to working at my own pace with online classes
Stick with in-person classes where I am able to raise my hand
Feel hesitant about sitting (comfortably) in a classroom
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label this group?
Lean toward … Choose + classes that match the way I learn
+ [hands-on or online … at my own pace]
Lean toward hands-on learning to truly know how to do something
correctly
Feel interested in getting experience working hands-on with patients
Feel reassured that the tour showed college as a great place to learn
hands-on
Look forward to working at my own pace with online classes
Stick with in-person classes where I am able to raise my hand
Feel hesitant about sitting (comfortably) in a classroom
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label this group?

Look for a more affordable school near me, with options for paying,
scholarships I can get
Research which degree might cost less
Try to figure out what tuition really costs so I can tell if I can afford it
Look into which credits will transfer to see if I can pay less overall
Hope to avoid prerequisite classes because I don’t want to pay for what
I already know
Regret letting my EMT registration number expire because I could have
gotten a job with no extra schooling costs
Feel upset I have so much debt but no degree yet
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label this group?
Minimize … Look into +
Look for a more affordable school near me, with options for paying,
scholarships I can get
Research which degree might cost less
Try to figure out what tuition really costs so I can tell if I can afford it
Look into which credits will transfer to see if I can pay less overall
Hope to avoid prerequisite classes because I don’t want to pay for what
I already know
Regret letting my EMT registration number expire because I could have
gotten a job with no extra schooling costs
Feel upset I have so much debt but no degree yet
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label this group?
Minimize … Look into + the cost of a degree … the
cost of tuition … how to make tuition affordable
Look for a more affordable school near me, with options for paying,
scholarships I can get
Research which degree might cost less
Try to figure out what tuition really costs so I can tell if I can afford it
Look into which credits will transfer to see if I can pay less overall
Hope to avoid prerequisite classes because I don’t want to pay for what
I already know
Regret letting my EMT registration number expire because I could have
gotten a job with no extra schooling costs
Feel upset I have so much debt but no degree yet
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recasting a summary exercise
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two key points: recast this unclear summary
Reconcile myself to walks three times a day with dog buddy
Nessy rather than running free in a backyard (#)102
“ … moving from suburban Houston (with a fenced back
yard) to a loft in Chicago has been a big adjustment. … Jane
walks me and my dog buddy, Nessy, 3 times day in our nice
neighborhood, but it's not the same as running free in a
backyard.”
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two key points: recast this unclear summary
Reconcile myself to walks three times a day with dog buddy
Nessy rather than running free in a backyard (#)102
“ … moving from suburban Houston (with a fenced back
yard) to a loft in Chicago has been a big adjustment. … Jane
walks me and my dog buddy, Nessy, 3 times day in our nice
neighborhood, but it's not the same as running free in a
backyard.”
Feel melancholy about not being able to run free in my
backyard, now that Jane lives in a loft and takes me on walks
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the recast summary then make more sense
in a different tower

old placement in tower at bottom
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new placement in tower at top
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Q: (from Sonja Bobrowska)
As I was trying to group, I encountered
summaries that contain two parts: "Do
something _in order to_ do something else" or
"Achieve something _by_ doing something
else"?
is the concept actually two concepts?
if it’s one concept, is it summarized unclearly?
CREATED BY: INDI YOUNG

recast an unclear summary
Feel anxious to end the process by agreeing to split
the blame (#124)
“ … [insurance & lawyers] process went on for six
months … I think we finally agreed to split the
blame—whatever. I don’t remember. I just wanted
it to be over.”
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recast an unclear summary
Feel anxious to end the process by agreeing to split
the blame (#124)
“ … [insurance & lawyers] process went on for six
months … I think we finally agreed to split the
blame—whatever. I don’t remember. I just wanted
it to be over.”
Decide to split the blame with the other driver
because the hassle with insurance was just too
frustrating and lengthy
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